INITIAL IMPRESSION

SPIRIT OF
CONNEMARA

NEW!

ARTIST
COLONY

Imagine a summer
spent painting or writing
poetry. Live the dream,
at least for a day, in
this artistic top. Lavish
embroidered flowers
and folkloric trim
enhance the front
and back of this
lightweight sagecolored cotton lawn
top. Boxy shape for easy wear, side vents at hem.
Imported. Poly/cotton; hand wash.
A60334 Artist Embroidered Top $78

actual size

From the windswept peninsula of
Connemara comes marble in the
varied greens of the Irish landscape. A silver ring of Celtic knotwork encircles a cabochon of
Connemara marble in this salute
to the spirit of Eire. Sterling silver;
pendant on 18" chain. Hallmarked in Ireland.
J10559 Connemara Marble Earrings $85
J20713 Connemara Marble Pendant $110

Identify yourself as a Celtophile with these distinctive initial
pendants. Each letter is formed as it might be in an illuminated
manuscript, decorated with a flourish of knotwork. Sterling
silver, on 18" sterling chain. Please specify letter.
J20946 Celtic Initials Pendant $36

NEW! EASY AS A

SUMMER MORNING
actual size

Easy summer wear calls
for clean, simple lines and
memorable details, in just the
right balance.
Classic crisp white linen
sleeveless top is highlighted
with a lightly-pleated ruffle
at the neckline; curved hem
adds additional interest.
Linen; machine wash. Made
in Italy. Sizes S/M, L/XL.

FIDDLER FROG

Making an artistic statement far beyond
“ribbit ribbit”, this frog fills the air with
fiddle music. Happy amphibian perches
atop a mushroom for this evening’s
concert. 3½" high figurine.
D21159 Fiddle-Playing Frog $14

NEW! HOT ENOUGH

FOR YOU?

Sashay into summer in this
glorious hot-pink dress. Lightly
shaped uncomplicated top
with split cap sleeves swirls
into a playful criss-cross
ruffled hem. Imported. Cool
crinkled cotton; machine
wash. Sizes S-XL, 1X, 2X.
A50094 Hot Pink Ruffle
Dress $85

WALKING IN WONDER

A poignant and beautiful collection of
conversations with Irish mystical author John
O’Donohue. These timeless exchanges explore
themes such as imagination, landscape,
mystics, aging, and death. Walking in Wonder
is a welcome tribute to a much-loved author
widely recognized as one of the most enduring
voices on the subjects of spirituality and Celtic
mysticism. 208 pages, hardcover.
M10018 Walking in Wonder $25

Relaxed linen pants delight
with wide bands of paisley
eyelet embroidery and
scalloped hem. Front pockets,
elastic waist. Individually dyed
in silver sage; expect variation.
Linen; machine wash. Made in
Italy. Sizes S/M, L/XL.
A60319 Ruffle-Neckline Linen
Top $60
A70085 Eyelet-Ruffle Crop
Pants $82

PINK BICYCLE

EMERALD ISLE

46

The greens of the Irish landscape
are echoed in the varied colors of
green tree agate. In this bracelet, verdant
beads join with silvery eternal knotwork beads, for a
statement of lasting connection to the land. Natural stone;
colors will vary. Bracelet adjusts 7½ - 9". Made in Ireland.
J50061 Irish Landscape Bracelet $24

A bicycle lets you explore the
world at your own pace—you can
cover a lot of ground, yet stop to
smell the roses. This canvas crossbody bag features a pink bicycle against a
flowered wall. Envelope-style bag comfortably carries
your necessities as you tool around town. 14" x 14".
Sturdy leather-trimmed strap adjusts to 45".
Coordinating zippered coin purse, 3½" x 4".
B40095 Bicycle Floral Canvas Bag $28
B40097 Bicycle Coin Purse $8.50

NEW! ALL THE DETAILS

How do you identify different plants? The details make the distinction.
Small details set this top apart—rounded hem, sleeves with paisley eyelet
embroidery and scalloped edges. Individually dyed in silver sage; expect
variation. Linen; machine wash. Made in Italy. Sizes S/M and L/XL.
A60309 Silver Sage Eyelet Linen Top $80
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